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Sleep has always been a topic of great interest. Scientists have just begun to uncover
the mysteries of this essential aspect of our lives; but much remains unknown. As humans have
evolved, so have our sleep patterns. Throughout history, there has been a progressive decrease
in prioritizing sleep in our lives, coupled with an increased emphasis on efficiency and
productivity in society. This study pursues various aspects of sleep patterns, including circadian
and homeostatic rhythms, the measurement and importance of sleep, and the impacts of poor
sleep schedules. Recent changes and ideas concerning sleep habits, as well as their effects, are
addressed, in an effort to examine the overall purposes and benefits of a good night’s rest.
Normal Monophasic Sleep Cycles
Humans spend about 1/3 of their life asleep; a typical sleep pattern consists of one rest
period lasting on average 6-8 hours each night. Louise M. Paterson discusses this and various
other aspects of a normal sleep cycle in The Science of Sleep1. A typical monophasic sleep
episode involves a single rest period, and goes through a specific pattern of phases, which
makes up an individual’s “sleep architecture” (Figure 1). This pattern begins in the Non-Rapid
Eye Movement (NREM) phase, which includes Stages 1, 2, 3, and 4. During Stage 1 (S1) an
individual will begin to feel drowsy, and fall into a light state of sleep that often involves brief
moments of wakefulness, muscle jerks and twitches, and slow rolling of the eyes. After passing
into Stage 2 (S2), breathing and heart rate begin to slow, and muscle tone in the body
decreases. The deepest stages of sleep occur during Stages 3/4 (S3/S4), also referred to as delta
sleep or slow wave sleep (SWS). During S3/S4 it is much harder to wake an individual. The
amount of time spent in SWS depends in part on the amount of time a person has spent awake
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before falling asleep. Slow wave sleep is important in cognitive maturation2, physical
restoration of the brain3, and proper immune functioning4.
Following NREM, the individual will move into Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep. The
first round of REM sleep usually happens around 60-90 minutes after sleep onset. The
individual will very suddenly enter this stage of sleep, which is also referred to as paradoxical
sleep due to the similarities between brain waves of individuals who are awake and those who
are in REM sleep. During REM the body has a loss of skeletal muscle tone, and rapid eye
movements can be observed. This is the stage where the most vivid and intricate dreams
happen, although dreams are also able to occur during other stages throughout rest. REM sleep
is thought to be important for growth and development of the nervous system2, as well as
memory consolidation and mood regulation5.
A complete sleep cycle is referred to as passing through NREM stages followed by REM
sleep. A typical cycle lasts about 90 minutes and an individual will usually go through 3-6 cycles
per night. Throughout the course of a night, the components of these cycles begin to change. At
the beginning of the night an individual will systematically go through each stage of NREM (S1S4) until they reach SWS, then will ascend back up to a lighter sleep, followed by short episodes
of REM sleep. But as the cycles continue, the period of time spent in NREM gradually decreases,
with the cycles containing less deep sleep and more time spent in REM sleep. In the last half of
a sleep episode NREM periods usually only descend to stages 1 and 2 before switching back to
REM activity. Because the brain is so active during REM, this stage is seen as a transition into
consciousness. This explains why more REM sleep can be observed as an individual gets closer
to waking up (Figure 1).
2

Many factors impact sleep, including age and gender (Table 1). Young infants typically
sleep more than older individuals do, and their patterns are initially polyphasic, meaning they
have multiple sleep episodes throughout the day and night.6 Eventually they begin to grow
accustomed to a 24-hour schedule during childhood. Children, adolescents, and young adults
require more sleep than older adults. It is not unusual for a young individual to still feel very
tired while getting 8 hours of sleep per night.7 There is also a phase delay experienced during
adolescence, which is observed in the “night-owl” behavior of this age group, causing them to
stay up and sleep-in later. The phase shift moves back to an earlier schedule once adolescence
has ended in the early 20s.8 Elderly adults over the age of 65 tend to experience a phase
advance, causing them to go to bed and get up earlier, and typically sleep less overall during the
nighttime.9 These older individuals often experience many arousals during the night, but make
up for some lost sleep with naps throughout the day (Figure 2).1
Examination of gender in sleep show many differences in the sleep architecture
between men and women. Women often experience changes in their pattern during puberty,
menstruation, and later in life during menopause due to the impacts of various hormones.10
During these periods, women are at an increased risk to develop a number of clinical sleep
disorders, including Obstructive Sleep Apnea, Restless Leg Syndrome, and insomnia.11 Women
also tend to experience deeper sleep than men, and spend significantly more time in SWS.12 In
agreement with this, a meta-analysis of sleep parameters over the life course showed that
amount of time spent in REM sleep decreases with age, and men spend more time in REM sleep
than women.13
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Measuring Sleep
Sleep is measured and examined through a number of different procedures, including
polysomnography (PSG), multiple sleep latency tests (MSLT), maintenance of wakefulness tests
(MWT), and actigraphy.14 Actigraphy records gross motor movements in order to display
circadian rhythm (Figure 3). It is useful in observing sleep patterns in individuals who struggle
with insomnia, circadian rhythm disorders, and excessive fatigue, without the need for a timeconsuming and expensive PSG. In MSLT, participants are asked to nap multiple times over
several hours, with two hours of wakefulness between each napping session. The time between
lights out and falling asleep is measured each time in order to calculate the mean sleep latency.
MSLT is often used when testing for narcolepsy, which is diagnosed when multiple episodes of
sleep onset REM (REM occurring within 15 minutes of falling asleep) are observed during the
napping sessions. MWT is utilized when measuring how long an individual is able to stay awake
while sitting in a comfortable position in a dark room, and consists of five 20-minute sessions.
Most normal sleepers are able to stay awake for at least 8 minutes before falling asleep. Falling
asleep more quickly may indicate abnormal sleep patterns. PSG involves a number of
measurements, including those captured by an electroencephalogram (EEG), electrooculogram
(EOG), electromyogram (EMG), and electrocardiogram (ECG), as well as several respiratory
measurements such as blood oxygen saturation, airflow, and respiratory effort.14 These
methods capture a wide variety of information about an individual over the course of one
night’s sleep: the EEG measures brain activity, EOG monitors eye movement, EMG captures
muscle activity, and ECG monitors the electrical activity produced in the heart.1,15 The
respiratory measurements are used mainly in the diagnosis of sleep disorders that impact
4

breathing, such as Obstructive Sleep Apnea.15 The various measurements involved in
polysomnography are utilized in clinical settings when attempting to diagnose and treat a
multitude of sleep disorders and disturbances.
One of the more important tests included in PSG is the EEG. This test is explained in
great depth in Recording and Quantifying Sleep14, and the important topics are discussed here.
An EEG is a physical record of brain activity that can be recorded and graphed. It is able to pick
up microscopic electrical potentials created by neurons in the brain. The graph produced by
these measurements is used to identify the various stages of sleep (Figure 4). When an
individual is awake, the patterns recorded on an EEG are called an alpha and beta rhythms.
Alpha rhythms can be seen best when an individual is awake and active but also relaxed, and
are measured by electrodes placed on the posterior part of the head. The frequency of an alpha
rhythm ranges from 8-13 Hz and reaching amplitudes up to 200 microvolts. The rhythm is
destroyed when a person begins to concentrate on any visual stimuli or think about more
difficult topics. Once alertness and logic are activated, beta activity is observed. This is seen
throughout the brain, and occurs at a higher frequency and lower amplitude than alpha bands,
with beta frequency ranging from 13-30Hz (Figure 5).
Once an individual begins to fall asleep, the bands on the EEG change dramatically.
During the first stage of NREM sleep, when an individual is beginning to fall into a light sleep,
there is a gradual shift from alpha to theta activity. The frequency of theta bands run from 48Hz and are often seen on the EEG along with vertex sharp waves in S1 stage. A vertex sharp
wave is observed when there is a sharply pointed wave of higher amplitude on the EEG. After
moving into stage 2, K-complexes, sleep spindles, and positive occipital sharp transients of
5

sleep (POSTS) are found on the EEG. A K-complex occurs when a vertex sharp wave is followed
by high amplitude but low frequency delta wave, which forms the shape of a K on the graph.
Sleep spindles often occur after K-complexes and can be identified by short bursts of 12-14Hz
activity that occurs intermittently throughout stage 2. POSTS are low amplitude triangular
shaped waves that appear on the EEG, originating from signals in the occipital region of the
brain. As the sleep cycle moves on to slow wave sleep, the frequency of the bands decline,
leading to the appearance of delta activity at frequencies lower than 4Hz.
After the various stages of NREM, the appearance of REM sleep on an EEG is
distinctively different. While in REM sleep, a person’s brain activity is very similar to being
awake or in S1 of NREM. The amplitude is much lower, with mixed levels of frequencies
interspersed throughout the graph. Rapid eye movement is identified based on regions of high
amplitude activity coming from anterior brain electrodes. It is easy to see how an individual
could move from this REM state into being awake with relative ease based on the similarity in
EEG graphs during these distinct phases.
In addition to PSG, other clinical parameters are measured when attempting to quantify
sleep quality.16 Percentages of time spent in each sleep stage is calculated based on PSG data,
and is used to examine the depth of sleep and whether sleep architecture is imbalanced in any
way. Sleep efficiency measures the amount of time actually asleep while in bed, and sleep
onset latency shows how long it takes for an individual to fall asleep after lights out. Arousals
and wake after sleep onset are utilized to show how much disturbance an individual
experiences while sleeping. The number of arousals during a sleep episode are totaled, while
the amount of wake after sleep onset is expressed as a percentage. Poor sleep efficiency, long
6

sleep onset latency, and high amounts of arousals and time awake after sleep onset are all
indicators of low quality of sleep, and may be used in a clinical diagnosis.
Regulation of Sleep
Although the main regulation of sleep is determined by areas of the brainstem and
hypothalamus, there are several other contributing biological processes that help the body to
regulate both when we sleep and for how long.17 The main model that has been used for the
past three decades to understand the regulation of our sleep-wake cycle is called the twoprocess model.18,19 This original model is divided into two independent categories: a circadian
process (Process C), and a homeostatic process (Process S) (Figure 6). The main genes
associated with creating circadian rhythmicity are the transcription factors CLOCK and BMAL1
genes, which form a dimer and are able to bind to the promotor elements PER1, PER2, PER3
and CRY genes. The PER and CRY genes demonstrate negative feedback on the transcription
factors, allowing for a specific circadian oscillation.20 The main genetic mechanism involved in
the homeostatic process involves adenosine receptors. Adenosine concentrations in the brain
accumulate throughout the day, which decrease wakefulness and cause increased propensity
for sleep.21 A common antagonist of adenosine receptors is caffeine, which is used as a
stimulant of the central nervous system to decrease adenosine uptake, thereby increasing
arousal. The interaction between these two processes explains our propensity to sleep at
specific times while being awake at others.
The circadian process regulates our bodily rhythms to a one-day (approximately 24hour) routine. It is generated in our brains by a group of cells in the suprachiasmatic nucleus
(SCN) of the hypothalamus, which is the main timekeeper for our entire body; all other systems
7

synchronize their rhythm to that of the SCN. The SCN is able to adjust to a 24-hour rhythm due
to light/dark cues received by the retinohypothalamic tract.19 Environmental cues that
influence our circadian rhythm are referred to as zeitgebers, and include temperature, light,
exercise, food, and social influences. An individual’s chronotype is their propensity to sleep and
feel alert at certain times of the day and night. Different chronotypes also impact circadian
rhythmicity by causing specific genetic predisposition toward being a morning-type vs. an
evening-type individual.22 Although an individual is predisposed to a particular sleeping pattern,
circadian rhythms are constantly shifting due to physical and social cues. In the absence
zeitgebers, the SCN is able to independently ‘free-run’ and keep the body in a daily cycle;
however, the biological cycle of our body is actually slightly longer than 24 hours, so eventually
this free-running pattern would deviate from that of society.23 When the circadian process is
displayed visually (Figure 6), it creates an oscillation graph, where the higher numerical values
on the y-axis correspond to the time when we most strongly need sleep and the lower values
represent the periods when we are biologically awake.24
The homeostatic process attempts to maintain a constant stable condition in the body.
Throughout the day, homeostatic pressure gradually increases until we go to sleep, at which
point the homeostatic pressure quickly declines back to a baseline level. This process is highly
dependent on the amount of time we spend awake before attempting to sleep.18,19 Sleep
deprivation results in a sleep debt, and we may have to rest longer than usual. However, if we
sleep in very late one morning, we may have difficulty falling asleep at our usual bedtime
because we have not spent as much time awake as normal.
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The two-process model states that Process C and S work independently of one another,
but together help determine our sleep-wake cycle. The two processes are able to compensate
for one another, which allow humans to be able to function even when sleep conditions are
inadequate.18,19 For example, if someone stays up late studying for an exam they will
experience a sleep debt the next day, along with high homeostatic pressure. However, because
the circadian rhythm is still intact, the individual is able to cope. Another example is night shift
workers. Although their schedules deviate from the circadian rhythm, homeostatic pressure
allows them to remain in this cycle, leading them to sleep during the day. This flexibility in the
process allows humans to deviate from a “typical” schedule, and to be influenced by their
external environment.
Since the original proposal of the two-process model, it has been widely used to explain
a number of phenomena that occur in mammalian sleep patterns. However, recent research
provides evidence that the circadian and homeostatic processes are not wholly independent.
Initially, it was proposed that sleep occurs when the homeostatic pressure reaches the upper
limit of the circadian process, and vice versa for waking up. The overlap of these two systems
resulted in a propensity toward sleep or wakefulness, but the processes themselves did not
affect each other. Recently it has been shown that the maximum amplitude of the circadian
process actually declines according to increasing homeostatic pressure.25 A study on sleepdeprived individuals showed that a higher homeostatic pressure due to low amounts of sleep
led to an increase of the sleep-promoting signal at night, as well as a decrease in the wakepromoting signal in the morning.24 This indicates that the circadian process deviates from its
normal levels due to changes in the homeostatic process, demonstrating that the two processes
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are actually continuously interacting with one another, rather than being independent as
originally believed.
Localization of brain regions must also be taken into account with regard to the
homeostatic process of the sleep-wake cycle. Studies show that brain regions relied on more
heavily throughout the day have increased homeostatic drive throughout the day, independent
of other brain regions. This eventually leads to a greater amount of SWS observed in these
fatigued brain regions during the next sleep episode.26 This means that the homeostatic drive
toward sleep may not be a global brain phenomenon, but may rely on the various homeostatic
pressures throughout the brain.
Scientists have begun to understand the importance of monoaminergic (MA) brainstem
nuclei and their connections with the ventrolateral preoptic area (VLPO) of the hypothalamus,
and the influence that this interaction has on sleep-wake signals.27 Monoaminergic neurons are
part of the arousal system and promote wakefulness when active. These neurons inhibit the
VLPO neurons, which are responsible for promoting sleep (Figure 7). The interaction between
these areas of the brain is mutually inhibitory, and leads to the sleep-wake switch called a “flipflop” behavior.28 An aroused and awake brain state is caused by number of interacting brain
systems that make up the Ascending Arousal System.29 The two categories of brainstem nuclei
that make up this system are monoaminergic (MA) and actylcholinergic (ACh).17 The ACh nuclei
follow a pathway that runs to the thalamus, which allows for information transmission into the
cerebral cortex. The second pathway involves the MA nuclei, activating the lateral
hypothalamus, basal forebrain, and the cerebral cortex.30 The MA nuclei are mainly associated
with the Ascending Arousal System, while the ACh nuclei play a smaller role in the arousal
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state.17 The firing of the MA nuclei serves to inhibit the VPLO throughout the day, and allows an
individual to stay awake and vigilant.
Despite being in an aroused state, there is a progressive drive toward VLPO activation
throughout the day due to the circadian and homeostatic processes.27 Drive toward VLPO
activation is partially time dependent, relying on the circadian process. The homeostatic
process is also activated due to the buildup of somnogens throughout the day, which include
adenosine, prostaglandin D2, and immunomodulatory cytokines.27,31 These buildups create a
homeostatic pressure leading to tiredness and eventually sleep. During sleep, clearance of
somnogens increases, and the homeostatic pressure quickly declines. This new model expands
on the original two-process model by including the impacts of the MA and VLPO neurons on
sleep/wake cycles.17 This creates a more accurate model by taking into account the effects of
inhibition of one brain region on another as well as the impacts of external cues on these
processes (Figure 8).
Mistimed and Inadequate Sleep Patterns
Receiving more or less than 6-8 hours of sleep can be detrimental to overall health and
brain function, and is associated with an increased mortality rate.32 Abnormal sleep schedules,
such as overnight or split-shift hours, also lead to harmful effects. Night shift workers are at a
higher risk for obesity, type-2 diabetes, and metabolic syndrome.33,34 In addition to this,
working overnight shifts for extended periods is also correlated with an increased risk for breast
cancer in women.35 This association occurs because circadian misalignment alters cell cycles
within the body, which can lead to complications in cell maintenance, eventually leading to the
production of tumors.36 Along with these physical ailments, cognitive impairment is also caused
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by alterations in sleep cycles.37 Neurocognitive deficits correlated with inadequate sleep include
poor working memory, decision-making, and attentiveness.38 Studies on mice found that when
the animals were sleep deprived for a 3-month period they produced higher levels of amyloid-β
and senile plaque development in the cortex and hippocampal areas, which are associated with
Alzheimer’s Disease, as well as impaired learning and memory.39 The same study also found
that all biological harm done to the brain during sleep deprivation was stable, and could not be
reversed, implicating serious long-term impacts of poor sleep habits. This correlation is also
found in humans, where high levels of daytime sleepiness have been found to be associated
with increased loss of cognitive function, and may be an early indicator of eventual diagnosis of
Alzheimer’s Disease/Dementia.40
Animal studies performed by Rechtschaffen and colleagues induced complete sleep
deprivation on rats, which led to eventually death of the animals within 2-3 weeks.41 A follow
up study to determine the specific physiological cause of death for these animals predicted that
cell death caused by lack of sleep eventually killed the rats. However, after examining the brains
of the deceased animals, no such brain abnormalities were found.42 The specific cause of death
by complete sleep deprivation continues to been one of the great mysteries of sleep science.
These findings demonstrate the importance of healthy sleep habits, as well as the risks that are
involved with alternative schedule types. Due to the high-speed, high-demand, and high-stress
nature of our country, different types of work and sleep schedules are becoming more common
every day. Hence, research on the impact of a “sleepless” society, and discovery of optimal
sleep schedules, is vital.
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Many medical and psychological illnesses contribute to poor sleep patterns.43 Medical
conditions that cause pain in patients can be particularly disrupting to sleep patterns, and
include arthritis, fibromyalgia, cardiovascular disease, cancer, as well as other chronic diseases.
Certain illnesses have symptoms that are exacerbated during sleep, such as respiratory and
gastrointestinal illnesses. Another illness that has extremely disruptive effects on circadian
rhythms is Alzheimer’s disease. Not only is disrupted circadian rhythm a contributing cause for
Alzheimer’s, but the disease itself leads to disruption of circadian rhythms and behavioral
abnormalities that are often correlated to the time of day.44 Psychological illnesses such as
depression and anxiety can disrupt sleep, due to tension and insomnia associated with anxiety,
and frequent nightly and early-morning arousals experienced with depression.43 In addition to
the negative physical and psychological impacts of dysregulated sleep patterns, the impacts of
fatigue on decision making and accuracy can be detrimental. Large-scale disasters such as the
Chernobyl catastrophe and the Exxon Valdez oil spill were both the result of errors of the staff
that were made after working extreme hours, leading to fatigue.45 The rate of error that people
make increases drastically with sleep deprivation, and in some cases can lead to devastating
results.
Given society’s requirement for 24-hour productivity, attempts have been made at
adjusting sleep patterns in order to accommodate today’s expectations. Modern society now
includes a diverse array of work and sleep schedules due to more demanding jobs as well as
leisure activities and hobbies. This review will now look at the effects of a variety of sleep
schedules, in an attempt to assess whether alternative sleep patterns are feasible and
sustainable. A number of studies have been performed on the impacts of split shift vs. single
13

shift schedules on the quality of sleep. In a study performed by Jackson and colleagues, sleep
quality between monophasic nighttime sleep, monophasic daytime sleep, and a split sleep
schedule were compared.46 The results indicate that nighttime monophasic sleep has the best
quality, based on more time spent in REM, longer total sleep time, and lower rating of
sleepiness while awake. The split shift schedule also had higher total sleep time than the
daytime sleep group, with the latter expressing higher levels of sleepiness while awake. This
data indicates the importance not just of the opportunity to sleep, but when during the
circadian rhythm this sleep occurs, showing that split shift opportunities may be less harmful
than nightshift work.
A similar study was performed by Roach and colleagues, but in addition to examining
the differences between single and multiple sleep episodes, this study included a forced
desynchrony protocol which allowed sleep to be examined in both groups over various
circadian rhythms.47 Polysomnography data collected on both groups indicated that in some
measures sleep quality was better for the consolidated sleep group, while in other cases the
split sleep group shower greater quality. The split condition participants had a longer sleep
onset, and had more arousals during the night, demonstrating lower quality sleep. However,
the split condition also showed less amount of time spent awake in bed after initially falling
asleep, as well as a higher percentage of slow wave sleep. Both of these factors indicate sleep
of a higher quality. Because the levels of SWS are higher during the first two hours of a sleep
episode, it can be argued that this is an advantage to a split sleep schedule because it allows for
a higher percentage of deep recovery SWS. Another advantage comes from the decreased
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homeostatic pressure in a split sleep schedule due to being awake for shorter periods of time,
thus decreasing sleepiness while awake.
Certain groups in society have begun experimentation with various kinds of polyphasic
sleep patterns, as a way to “cheat sleep” and spend a higher percentage of life awake and
productive, calling themselves “Polyphasic Society”.48 As discussed previously, monophasic
sleep patterns are typical in western culture, with the biphasic sleep pattern of split-shift
workers or individuals who nap during the day also being common. Popular polyphasic patterns
break up sleep to a greater extent, and in the more extreme examples, significantly cut down
on total amount of sleep. Each of the sleep schedules are all explained on the “Polyphasic
Society” website. The least extreme version is triphasic sleep, which allows for three periods of
rest during the 24-hour day. Each rest period lasts about 1.5 hours, and occurs during the
circadian low-points of the day (after dusk, before dawn, and in the afternoon), which makes it
one of the easier patterns to adjust to. The other patterns are much more difficult, and include
an array of napping times throughout the day, the most common of these being Everyman,
Uberman, and Dymaxion schedules. The Everyman schedule includes one core sleep during the
nighttime, usually between 4-6 hours long, and anywhere from 2-4 twenty minute naps
dispersed throughout the day. The Uberman schedule involves 6-8 twenty minute naps over
the 24-hour period for a total of 2-3 hours of sleep per day. The Dymaxion pattern is the most
difficult, and includes 4 thirty minute naps evenly dispersed throughout the day, leading to 2
hours of sleep per 24-hour period. The effectiveness of these schedules are based on subjective
accounts of individuals on the website, and have not been evaluated scientifically.
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Understandably, these patterns are only used by a small sub-group of the human
population, and many individuals are unable to sustain such extreme sleep patterns. However,
it is not difficult to understand the appeal of decreasing overall sleep time, as well as being
immune to the ill-effects of sleep deprivation. Matthew Wolf-Meyer discusses various aspects
of completely forgoing sleep in Fantasies of Extremes: Sports, War, and the Science of Sleep49,
which includes the desire to create armies that will never become fatigued, or super-human
athletes who can perform at exceptional levels for extended amounts of time. To date, there
are no direct experiments testing the effectiveness or safety of specific polyphasic patterns;
however, studies of solo-sailing racers and their sleep patterns during competition have
provided the closest examination of polyphasic sleep so far. These races are multiple days long,
and require nearly round the clock focus, leading to a very disrupted sleep pattern in the
athletes. A study by Hurdiel and colleagues observed the sleep patterns of 16 sailors on a twoleg transatlantic race, and found that on average the participants took multiple naps per day
that summed to an average of approximately 4 hours of sleep per day. A number of functional
impairments were reported by the sailors during both legs of the race, including psychomotor
impairments leading to errors, difficulties with fatigue, hallucinations, and mood
disturbances.50 One interesting aspect of the data was the difference between the number of
impairments between the two legs of the race. Significantly more disturbances were
experienced and recorded during the first leg of the race, implying that after initially adjusting
to this difficult sleep pattern the participants were able to function fairly well. When comparing
this data to other sailing studies, it appears that the length of a race impacts the level of sleep
deprivation sustained: with 3-day race participants averaging 2.8 hours of sleep per day in the
16

Tiberge study, 1-3 week long race averaging 4 hours in the study by Hurdiel and colleagues, and
a month-long race at 6.3 hours per day in the Stampi study.50 This supports the data from
modern sleep models indicating that consistent sleep deprivation is not sustainable over long
periods of time.51
Although this research on sailing competitions gives us a glimpse into polyphasic sleep
and its effects, more research is required before we can truly understand the long-term impacts
of this type of lifestyle. The idea behind the success of these extreme sleep schedules is that
with time and adherence to the schedule, your body will learn to adapt by shortening the time
spent in each of the sleep stages in order to complete full sleep cycles in a condensed period of
time.48 If an individual who normally has one monophasic sleep episode per night takes a nap,
they will most likely stay in S1 and S2 throughout the duration of the episode, without ever
entering SWS or REM. The goal of polyphasic schedules is to eventually be able to have normal
sleep architecture that includes all stages during these short sleep intervals, so that you are still
getting the required elements of sleep, just in smaller, more efficient doses. This idea and a
large amount other information is presented on the Polyphasic Society website, however there
is no evidence to support that this is what actually occurs, as there are only a handful of
references to back-up these claims, with no specific experiments performed. Although there
are a number of testimonials of individual success, large scale controlled experiments must be
performed to determine the validity of these claims, and to rule out the possibility of placebo
effects. It is an intriguing idea that could benefit a host of people if proven to be effective, and
should be further pursued for more information.
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Feasibility of Polyphasic Sleep Patterns
Although no studies have been performed on specific polyphasic sleep patterns, sailing
studies as well as research on various aspects of sleep schedules gives us insight into the
benefits and drawbacks of such patterns. During a normal night of sleep, an individual will cycle
through the various sleep stages multiple times; but when an individual is sleep deprived, their
sleep architecture become significantly altered. When participants are sleep deprived for
several days in a row, the levels of S1 and S2 during sleep diminish or completely disappear,
while S3, S4, and REM sleep levels dramatically increase.52 This pattern demonstrates the
importance of SWS and REM in sleep architecture, and also demonstrates that as fatigue
increases the quality of sleep also increases, based on shorter sleep latency, and higher levels of
SWS, which promotes deep recover sleep. This data mirrors that found in rebound sleep, except
for the main difference in the prolonged duration of most typical rebound sleep episodes. It
appears that if someone is consistently getting only a few hours of sleep a day, their short sleep
episodes will be deeper and more efficient1, leading some to disagree with mathematical
models demonstrating that such patterns are not sustainable.
An advantage could be predicted from the alteration of the two-process sleep model,
given the decrease of homeostatic pressure buildup due to the various sleep episodes
throughout the day. The continuous clearing of somnogens throughout the day could decrease
feelings of fatigue between sleep episodes, and has been found to be one positive effect of
split-sleep schedules.53 However, findings addressing the interconnection of processes C and S
may indicate that any benefit from decreased homeostatic pressure may be cancelled out or
decreased by misaligned circadian rhythm.30 This drawback is likely to impact the majority of
18

people who attempt polyphasic sleep schedules; however, there is one subgroup of individuals
who can greatly benefit from the effects of sleep deprivation. Studies on depressed patients
have found that sleep deprivation, along with other interventions including therapy and
medication, can be very effective at decreasing depressive moods.53 These therapeutic impacts
can also be seen in Parkinson’s patients, as one night of sleep deprivation often leads to
decreased symptoms for several days.52,54 Future studies on the effects of polyphasic sleep
patterns on various psychological and physiological illness could lead to innovative new
treatments and discoveries.
Another interesting concept that could impact quality of life on a polyphasic schedule
involves experiences of sleep inertia, which is the feeling of disorientation, confusion, fatigue,
and lack of mental acuity following a sleep episode.55 Many people experience this problem
when they struggle to get their brain and body moving in the morning after waking up. The
phenomenon appears to be linked to both circadian factors as well as sleep architecture. Sleep
inertia is experienced more commonly when an individual is awakened out of SWS or REM
sleep49 as well as when they wake up at the low point of circadian body temperature rhythm.56
These are both very likely possibilities given the sleep deprivation and disregard for circadian
rhythms in polyphasic patterns, leading to a question of whether the extra time awake will be
negated by the negative effects of sleep inertia.
Conclusion:
It is abundantly apparent that sleep is an essential aspect of our lives. Being completely
sleep deprived leads to eventual death in animals, and even partial sleep deprivation causes an
array of physical and mental-health problems. Important information about this fundamental
19

life process continues to elude scientists, and the quest for answers is ongoing. Loopholes to
avoid sleep in an attempt to increase productivity are constantly being sought-out, in many
cases with disastrous consequences. On the horizon of sleep science is research into polyphasic
sleep, in an attempt to understand its long-term effects and sustainability. Currently, there are
numerous well-known disadvantages to poor sleep hygiene, and many benefits appear to be
outweighed by these consequences. However, future research may bring us closer toward
being the truly “sleepless” society that we try so hard to be.

Table 157: Describes the sleep requirements for individuals at different developmental stages.
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Figure 158: A hypnogram showing the typical progression of sleep stages throughout the night.

Figure 259: A graph demonstrating the effect of circadian rhythm phase shift on the timing of sleep
periods.
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Figure 360: Actigraph recording motor movements in order to visually display circadian rhythm.

Figure 461: EEG wave patterns in various stages of sleep.
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Figure 562: Four different types of waveforms that can be identified in EEG.

Figure 663: Circadian and Homeostatic rhythms plotted throughout the day in order to examine their
combined effect on sleep propensity.
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Figure 764: Actigraphy demonstrating the impacts of external variables on circadian rhythm.

24

Figure 865: Demonstrates the impacts of neurotransmitter signals on sleep propensity. Production of Ach
activates the thalamus, which allows signals to be sent to the cerebral cortex, enabling consciousness.
VLPO is activated and releases GABA and galanin to inhibit the Ascending Arousal System and promote
sleep.
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